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Abstract- Dynamic Concept Model (DCM) of more distinctions allowing faster convergence and 
is a goal-oriellted neural controller, that builds generalization [2]. 
an internal representation of events and chains 
of events in the form of a directed graph and 
uses spreading activation for decision making 
[1]. It is shown, that a special case of DCM 
is equivalent to reinforcement learning (RL) 
and is capable of learning the optimal policy 
in a probabilistic world. The memory and 
computational requierements of both DCM 
and RL are analyzed aud a special algorithm 
is introduced, that ensures illtentiollal behav-
ior. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Reinforcement learning is a flourishing field of neu
ral methods. It has a firm theoretical basis and has 
been proven powerful in many applications. A brain .' 
model based alternative to RL has been introduced 
in the literature: It integrates artificial neural net
works (ANN) and knowledge based (KB) systems 
into one unit or agent for goal oriented problem 
solving. The agent may possess inherited and learnt 
ANN and KB subsystems. The agent has and devel
ops ANN cues to the environment for dimensionality 
reduction in order to ease the problem of combina
torial explosion. A dynamic concept model was for
warded that builds cue-models of the phenomena in 
the world, designs action sets (concepts) and make 
them compete in a neural stage to come to a deci
sion. The tompetition was implemented in the form 
of activation spreading (AS) and a winner-take-all 
mechanism. The efficiency of the algorithm has been 
demonstrated for several examples, however, the op
timality of the algorithm have not yet been proven 
in general. Here, a restriction to Markov decision 
problems (MDP) shall be treated making possible to 
show the equivalence of a special AS and RLl. The 
equivalence in this special case means, that OeM 
has all the advantages of RL, moreover it keeps track 
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1 Note, that RL and MOP are used interchangeable in the text, 
as RL is a special solution to MOP. 
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II. MARKOVIAN DECISION PROBLEMS 

The bases of the used theoratical framework is a 
class of stochastic optimal control problems called 
Markovian Decision Problems (MDP). Such a prob
lem is defined in terms of a discrete-time stochastic 
dynamical system with finite state set 

At each discrete time step t, (t = 0,1,2, . .. ) a con
troller observes the system's current state (8(t» and 
generates a control action (a(t», which is applied as 
input to the system. Actions can be choosen from 
a finite set A. If 8(t) = 8i is the observed state, 
and the controller generates the action aCt) = a, 
then at the next time step the system's state will be 
s(t + 1) = 8j with probability Pij(a). Further, it is 
usual to assume, that the application of action a in 
state 8i incurs an immediate c08t ci(a). 

A closed-loop policy (or simply a policy) speci
fies each action as a function of the observed state. 
Thus, such a policy is a function p : S - A. For any 
policy p there is a real-valued function, flA : S - R, 
called the cost function, corresponding the policy p. 
Here we define it to be the expected total injinite
horizon discounted cost that will be incurred over 
time given that the controller uses policy p: 

00 
r(8) = EIA [E "y'C(t)18(0) = 8] , (1) 

t=O 

where 1, 0 < 1 < 1, is a factor used to discount 
future immediate costs, and EIJ is the expectation 
assuming the controller always uses policy p. 

The objective of the type of Markovian decision 
problem we consider is to find a policy that mini
mizis the cost of each state 8 as defined by Eq. (1). 
A policy, that achieves this objective is an optimal 
policy which we will denote by p •. Note, that there 
may be more than one optimal policy for the same 
problem, but to each optimal policy corresponds the 
same cost function, which is the optimal cost func
tion. 



A. Reformulating goal oriented behavior 

In a previous study a different formalism was used, 
namely goal oriented behavior [1]. Let us call the 
underlying problem of goal oriented begavior to be 
the goal oriented decision problem (GDP). It will be 
shown, that GDP is a special case of MDP. In GDP a 
finite, fixed set of goals G C peS) is defined. Every 
goal g EGis identified by the set of states in which 
the goal is satisfied. Now, the immediate cost of a 
state, s, is defined to be the number of goals, which 
are not satisfied in the given state: c(s) = I{g E 
G : S ¢ g}12. The cost function of policy Jl may be 
defined as 

00 
FI'(s) = EI' [L r'c(s(t»ls(O) = s] . (2) 

'=0 

The objective of GDP is to find a policy that min
imizes the cost of each state according to Eq. (2). 
However, it is easy to see, that defining the cost 
of taking action a in state S = Sj to be ci(a) = 

Ej=l Pij(a)c(sj), results, that for any given policy 
Jl, equation fl' = FI' will hold. 

B. The optimal equation, greedy policies 

A necessary and sufficient condition for a cost func
tion r to be the optimal cost function is that for 
each state s = Sj it must be true that 

n 
res) = �iJ [cj(a) + r LPjj(a)r(Sj)]. (3) 

j=1 

This is one form of the Bellman Optimal Equation 
which can be solved for each res), S E 8, by a dy
namical programming (DP) algorithm [3]. It is a 
set of n (the number of states) simultaneous nonlin
ear equations. Let us denote the argument of func
tion min in Eq. (3) by QI (Sj , a): for any function 
f : S -+ R and for any pair (s, a) from 8 x A let 
QI (Si' a) = cj(a) + r Ej=1 Pij(a)f(sj). Using this 
function Eq. (3) may be put in the following form: 

res) = minQ*(s, a), 
aEA (4) 

where Q* = Qr is the optimal Q-function. 
Knowledge of the optimal cost function is ext.remely 

useful: the key fact is, that the greedy policy un
derlying the optimal cost function is optimal. For 
any cost function f, the corresponding greedy pol
icy is the policy I', for which Jl(s) = a if and only if 
QI(s,a) = mina/EA QI(s,a'). 

2Equivalently we could define the "reward" delivered to the 
controller when it reaches the state. to be the number of goals 
g, for which. E g. Certainly it makes now difference. 
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C. Methods for finding the optimal cost function 

A sutiable method for solving Eq. (3) is Real· Time 
Dynamical Programming (RTDP), which is a form of 
Asynchronous Dynamic Programming (ADP). ADP 
is a successive approximation method for solving the 
Bellman Optimal Equation. It uses a series of cost 
functions f(") for estimating the optimal cost func
tion r. For every k = 0, 1,2, . . . let us denote by 
S" C S the set of states whose costs are backed up 
at stage k. Function j<"+l) is computed as follows: 

J<"+l)(s) = { minaEA Q/(") (s, a) if s E S,,; (5) 
j<")(s) otherwise. 

ADP converges to r provided that the cost of each 
state is backed up infinitely often, i.e., provided that 
each state is contained in an infinite number of the 
subsets S", k = 0, 1, . . . . In practice, this means that 
whatever strategy is used to select states whose costs 
are to backed up, no state should ever be completely 
barred from selection in the future. RTDP inter
leaves ADP and real-time control under the follow
ing conditions: First the controller always follows 
a policy that is greedy with resprect to the most 
recent estimate of r. Second, the set of states, 
whose costs are backed up during interval t, always 
contains set). There may be more then one back up 
stages of ADP during any interval. In the simplest 
case of RTDP there is only one cost back up stage 
during any interval, and in this sweep only the cost 
of state set) is backed up. More generally, in ad
dition to set) the set of backed up states B, can 
contain any states generated by any method, such 
as an exhaustive off-line search from set), forward 
to some fixed search depth. 

Although these choices can greatly influence the 
rate at which RTDP converges, it should be clear, 
that if it is guaranteed, that the system reaches all 
states infinitely many times, then this process con
verges to the optimal cost function, and thus the 
policy of controller converges to the optimal policy. 
There are a lot of different approaches ensuring this 
condition, e.g. assuming that the Markov process 
resulting from the use of any policy is ergodic, or 
using trials [3]. 

I II. ACTIVATION SPREADING: ROUTE TO 
EVENT-BASED REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 

DC M dymanically builds a doubly weighted, directed 
graph G = (V, E, w, p). Nodes of the graph are (el
ementary) events of the world, i.e. elements of the 
set S x A X S3. The set of possible connections is 
restricted to the connections of type (Vl' V2), where 

3 An element of S X A X S is refered as event, since it may 
be viewed as the state-transition of the system resulted from 
perfoming an action. 



V1 = (s,a,s') and V2 = (s',a',s"). Denote the set 
of all possible edged by Ep. The function w is a 
weighting on the edges, while the function v is a 
weighting on the nodes. The weighting w on the 
edge (V1, V2) corrt'.sponds to the relative frequency 
of the occurence of V2, when V1 has just occured. 
This weighting is useful for operator fusion but has 
no relevance here. The weighting P is relevant here 
as it corresponds to the probability Pi; (a), i.e. for 
node v = (si,a,s;) p(v) -+ pi;(a) as learning pro
ceeds. The graph G is called to be the internal rep
resentation of the external world, and the process, 
that builds and reduces this graph may be viewed as 
a system identification process. Details of this pro
cess is omitted, the interested reader is referred to 
[1]. From now on, for the sake of simplicity we will 
assume, that the graph G is full (i.e. V = S x A x S, 
and E = Ep) and the weighting P is accurate. 

Now, let us introduce a new real-valued function, 
which is defined over the nodes of graph G. Let us 
denote it by R : V -+ R. For the sake of simplicity 
from now on we will feel free to refer to the R-value 
of node v = (s;,a,s;) as R;;(a). Function R tells 
the cost of events, and is defined in the terms of 
the cost function over the set of states: Let / be an 
arbitrary cost function. Now let 

R;;(a) = Pi; (a)('Y/(s; ) + ci(a». (6) 

Note, that all information contained in the defi
nition of R(v) is locally available to the node v. 
Clearly 

n 

Q(Si' a) = L Ri;(a), (7) 
j=1 

since Ei=t Pij(a) = 1. According to this, a function 
R : V -+ R is said to be optimal, if the policy, which 
is greedy to the Q-values defined by Eq. (7), is an 
optimal policy. 

A. The Bellman Optimal Equation /or event costs 

Now, we will deduce the Bellmann Optimal Equa
tion corresponding the function R. In order to do 
this, let us assume, that function / is the optimal 
cost function (f = r). Then'for / Eq. (4) holds, 
and thus, according to Eq. (7) 

/(Sj) = min L Rjk(a). (8) 
aEA k 

Since Eq. (6) is linear in /(Sj), we can rewrite it for 
/(s;). Putting this together with Eq. (8) yields to: 

(R;;(a)/pi;(a) - ci(a» = min L R;k(a), (9) 
aEA k 

which may also be written in the form 

Ri;(a) = Pi;(a) ('Ymin{LR;k(a)} + ci(a»). (10) aEA k 
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This is the Bellman Optimal Equation for the R val
ues. It is dear, that if a function R : V -+ R satisfies 
(10), then the corresponding / function (defined by 
Eq. (6» satisfies Eq. (3), and thus is the optimal 
cost function, which ensures, that R is also optimal. 
The reverse of this statement is also true: if R is 
optimal, then Eq. ( 10) holds for it. 

B. RTDP as activation spreading 

Eq. (10) has the same form of Eq. (3). This means, 
that every method which can be used for solving 
Eq. (3) may be used for solving Eq. ( 10) too. For 
our purposes rewrite Eq. (5) for R using Eq. (6) and 
(7). We get: 

ifseS,,; 

otherwise. 
(11) 

Note, that all information needed for updating the 
R-value of any node is locally available in the graph, 
thus we can think of Eq. (11) as a special activation 
spreading model: The activation of node v is its 
R-value, and this is memorized between successful 
spreading trials. In more details the updating of 
the R-value of node v is as follows. For the sake 
of definiteness let us fix a node v. We equip node 
v with a buffer of size IAI, in which it can tempo
rally store the appropriate Q-values. Now, first for 
any action a e A, the node v will compute these 
Q-values: for this it receives from it's successors 
their R-values, and adds this value to the appro
priate Q-value. Second it chooses the minimum of 
the computed Q-values, and then finally it accom
plishes the calculations by doing the multiplications 
and the adding. From now on, the successive gener
ation of the R-values will be referred as R-Iearning. 

Now let us analyze the computational and mem
ory requirements of the algorithm. If there are 
m actions, then the backing up of node v requieres 
O(lsucc(v)1 + m) operations, where succ(v) denotes 
the successors of v in graph G. Note, that Isucc(v)I 
cannot be greater then nm, since the set of pos
sible edges is restrir,ted to Ep. This means, that in 
the worst case the number of operations required for 
backing up the cost of a node is O(nm). Assuming 
m < n, the operation requirement reduces to O(n). 
In DP backing up a states cost requires O(mn) op
erations. However backing up the cost of a state is 
a more extensive process then backing up the cost 
of a node, since the first is the same as backing up 
the costs of nodes that has common initial state. 
Thus the calculation requierements of DP seems to 



be slightly smaller4• be satisfied: G(t) = {g E G: set) ft g}. At first, the 
cost of nodes in G(t) and the cost of set) are backed 
ups. Now let So = G(t) and let us assume that for 
I � k S, is defined. Now let 

SI:+1 = {v E V :  3v' E SI:, v' E succ(v)}. 

Thrning to the memory requirements of the pro
cess, it is apparent, that it needs a space of O(mn2) 
size (for storing the complete node set of the graph). 
This is the same value as for DP, where each state 
transition probability has to be stored. The Q
learning method [4] has smaller worst case mem-
ory requierements (namely it requires O(mn) space At stage k+l the cost of nodes from Sk+l are backed 

for storing the Q-values), since it uses an indirect up. The process ends at time out, or when set) E SI:, 

method for system identification. However, Q-Iearning o� when the �et �I: is empty. This process may be 

seems to be a bit coarser and slower in convergence, v
.
lew�d as activatIOn spreading: the source of activa

then DP [3]. As Kaebling mentions, one could ex- �lon IS the current goal set G(t), and the activation 

pect that keeping track of more distinctions the pre- IS spreaded back on the edges of the graph. The 

cision of cost function estimates increases [5] . Con- resulting behavior is clearly intentional as it backs 

sidering, that the most distinction is reached by the up the cost� from the goals to the systems current 

R-values one may hope that R-Iearning will be the state, thu.s It uses the most recent costs values of 

finest method. But t.his has a price. Namely, for goals .
. 

ThiS process has an another advantage: it re

the whole graph the space needed is greater then s�lts In a faster convergence near to frequent goals, 

O(mn2). Namely, if the avarage number of the num- SInce the process always starts with the backing up 

ber of successors of any node is s, then the space o� the costs of the goals6. So the resulting behavior 

�eeded for the graph (with its edges) is 0(snm2). It Will be more accurate for the important (frequent) 

IS always true, that.'l � um (since the set of possible goals. 

edges is restricted to Ep), thus in the worst case, the IV. CONCLUSION 
memory requirement of the algorithm is 0(m2n3). 
However, in the case when edges are stored too we 
can use them in the cost backing up computations. 
In this case the number of operations required for 
backing up the cost of a node is only O(s), in the 
avarage case. Note, that it may be much smaller 
then O(mn), required by OP. The memory require
ments and the number of operations required may 
be strongly reduced by using a well designed graph 
updating algorithm, like that of [1]. Such an al
gorithm has to ensure, that (i) events, that occur 
with probablity greater than zero while using the 
optimal policy, are included in the graph and will 
re�ain in it, and (ii) edges, whose accurate weight 
W IS nonzero are also included in the graph, and will 
remain in it. A similar method ofr reducing memory 
requierements, is that of Korf's LRTA * algorithm [6] 
or the trial-based RTOP framework of [:3]. 

Earlier it was mentioned, that details of the back
ing up process may help to speed up t.he convergence 
of the cost funct.ion estimat.es. Here we argue, that 
not only the speed of the system, but the behavior 
may be improved using a well designed backing up 
method. 

C. A special back up method 

In this specially designed back up method the back
ing up of costs starts from goals. Let the systems 
sta�e be s = set),

. 
and collect the set of goals G(t), 

wluch are not satisfied in state .'I, and tlllls have to 

• Allowing, however, the use of a Q-value table can spped up 
the procedure to the same speed of the DP. 
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It was shown, that a special case of Dynamic Con
cept Mod�l �s equivalent to reinforcement learning 
and thus It IS capable of learning the optimal pol
icy in a probabilistic world. The dynamic nature of 
OeM allows the dropping of useless information and 
thus reduces memory requirements. In DCM it is a 
crucial question how t.o keep the important infor- . 
mation. From the point of view of memory require
ment, the worst case is when there is no informa
tion selection. In this case OCM has approximately 
the same memory requirement as RL. Furthermore 
OCM preserves information, that allows generaliza
tion, that increases information density and thus 
decreases further memory requirements, in a nat
ural fashion [2]. OCM works in a similar fashion in 
the generalized state space, that allows to make the 
connection to reinforcement learning for the case of 
probabilistic worlds. One may ask, if the policy of 
the new RL is optimal. Turning the question back, 
one can ask, how to define generalization that keeps 
optimal policy. 
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